
The growing interest
in haptic
applications
suggests that haptic
digital media will
soon become widely
available, and the
need will arise to
protect digital haptic
data from misuse. In
this article, we
present our study
and findings on
psychophysical
experiments
regarding human
abilities to perceive a
digital watermark, or
hidden signal,
through a haptic
interface.

H
aptic interfaces allow physical
interactions with virtual 3D
objects through the sense of touch.
Possible applications include train-

ing for minimally invasive or microscopic surgi-
cal procedures, interacting with sculptures such
as Michelangelo’s David that we can’t directly
touch, perceptualizing multidimensional data
sets such as earthquake simulations that we can’t
easily comprehend through visual displays alone,
and assistance to sensory-impaired individuals by
displaying visual and/or audio information
through the haptic sensory channel.

Because of the expected growing importance
that digital haptic data will have in the near
future, it’s easy to predict that the need will soon
arise to protect such data from misuse, like unau-
thorized copying and distribution, or false own-
ership claims. Among the available technologies
to protect digital data, digital watermarking is
receiving increased attention, thanks to its
unique capability of persistently hiding a piece
of information within the to-be-protected data.1

We can use this hidden information to prove
ownership, deny permission of copying the data,
or detect tampering. 

In this article, we present the results of two
psychophysical experiments that investigated the
perceptibility and detectability of a hidden signal
in the macro- and microgeometry of the virtual
object’s surface. In the first experiment, we
embedded the watermark into a virtual surface’s

macrogeometry by modifying the underlying 3D
model’s wireframe. To begin with, we chose a flat
surface so that signals related to the object’s
shape wouldn’t inadvertently mask the water-
mark’s detection. Nevertheless, we represented
the surface with a 3D mesh so that we could read-
ily extend this initial work to objects with arbi-
trary surface shapes. We modeled the watermark
as an additive white noise superimposed on the
host surface. The goal of the experiment was to
estimate the noise intensity threshold as a func-
tion of the underlying mesh’s resolution.

Our second experiment focused on the micro-
geometry of object surfaces by embedding the
watermark in the texture data. We used a simple
one-dimensional sinusoidal model for both the
watermark and the host signal. The goal of this
experiment was to investigate whether existing
detection threshold data2,3 could successfully pre-
dict the perceptibility of the watermark. Despite
the texture model’s simplicity, this experiment
provided the first evidence of the possibility of
embedding a haptically imperceptible watermark
that can later be detected via spectral analysis. 

Before going further into these experiments,
we first provide a little background information
regarding the basic issues and requirements for
successful 3D watermarking techniques. (For fur-
ther information, also see the “Overview of
Watermarking Techniques” sidebar.)

Basic issues and requirements
In the past, a great deal of research has focused

on digitally watermarking audio, images, and
video—meanwhile, haptic interfaces are inher-
ently related to 3D surfaces. Despite the fact that
3D models are widely used in several applications
such as virtual prototyping, cultural heritage, and
entertainment, watermarking 3D objects is still in
its infancy. One of the reasons for this gap lies in
the difficulty of extending common signal pro-
cessing algorithms to 3D data.

The first requirement that any watermarking
technique must satisfy is watermark impercepti-
bility. In the case of still images and video
sequences, the imperceptibility requirement has
triggered a great deal of research about human
visual systems, resulting in a number of possible
algorithms that exploit the properties of human
vision to improve watermark invisibility while
keeping the watermark energy constant.4

Recently, we’ve also seen some progress in 3D
watermarking.5 In this case, the watermark is
hosted by the macrogeometry of the considered
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virtual object’s surface, which we can assume is
represented by a 3D mesh. Accordingly, we can
judge the watermark’s intrusiveness in terms of
its visibility in the mesh’s rendered version. More

generally, in applications where the virtual object
is sensed through a haptic interface, guaranteeing
the imperceptibility of the watermark requires
characterizing the haptic channel’s sensitivity.
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Generally speaking, we can consider any watermarking system
a communication system consisting of two major components: a
watermark embedder and a watermark detector. The watermark
usually consists of a pseudorandom sequence with uniform, bina-
ry, or Gaussian distribution. It’s transmitted through the water-
mark embedder over the original, to-be-marked object (in our
case, a 3D surface). The watermark detector extracts the water-
mark from the marked data. Intentional and unintentional attacks
and distortions applied to the mesh hosting the watermark fur-
ther characterize and complicate the transmission channel. 

We can divide watermarking techniques into two categories: 

❚ spatial/temporal domain techniques that directly add the
watermark to pixel values and 

❚ transformed domain techniques that add the watermark in
the frequency domain.

Once we’ve chosen the host features, we need to specify the
embedding rule. The most common approach to watermark
embedding is the additive rule according to which yi � xi � �wi,
where xi is the ith component of the original feature vector, wi

the ith sample of the watermark, � a parameter controlling the
watermark strength, and yi the ith component of the water-
marked feature vector.

Recently, a new approach to watermark embedding has
been proposed. This approach, commonly referred to as
informed watermarking or Quantization Index Modulation
(QIM) watermarking,1 can greatly improve the system’s per-
formance as a whole. However, for the sake of simplicity, our
analysis focused on additive watermarking, leaving the analysis
of QIM schemes for future work. 

The way the watermark is extracted from data plays a cru-
cial role. In blind decoding, the decoder doesn’t need the orig-
inal data (mesh) or any information derived from it to recover
the watermark. Conversely, nonblind decoding refers to a situ-
ation where extraction is accomplished with the aid of the orig-
inal, nonmarked data. We can also make an important
distinction between algorithms embedding a mark that can be
read and those inserting a code that can only be detected. In
the former case, we can read the bits contained in the water-
mark without knowing them in advance. In the latter case, we
can only verify the bits if a given code is present in the docu-
ment. Though our perceptibility analysis was very general, we
specifically focused on the case of blind watermark detection. 

As mentioned in the introduction, an important aspect of

any watermarking system is the imperceptibility of the hidden
information. For this reason it’s of primary importance that we
carefully study the properties of the sensory modality through
which subjects detect the marked data.

In audio watermarking, researchers have exploited existing
data from studies on the human auditory system to better hide
the watermarking signal within the host audio. More relevant
to the 3D scenario is the case of still image watermarking.
Several models of the human visual system have been modified
and exploited to ensure the hidden signal’s invisibility.

In most cases, Watson’s simple model of vision has been
adopted,2 leading to watermarking systems working in the dis-
crete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete Fourier transform (DFT)
domain. Watson’s model is able to predict the visibility of a sinu-
soidal grating (watermarking signal) superimposed on another
sinusoidal grating (host signal).

One problem with visual watermarking in the frequency
domain is the lack of spatial localization—hence, alternative
models operating in the wavelet domain have been proposed
that have led to improved watermark invisibility. As far as 3D
meshes are concerned, few studies have been published so far.
Of those studies, two different approaches have been taken:
judging the watermark’s visibility in selected views of the ren-
dered mesh, and allowing the observer to freely play with the
mesh by zooming and rotation.3

Researchers still have much work to do to fully understand
and successfully implement watermark visibility in 3D objects.
To the best of our knowledge, no previous work on haptic
watermark perceptibility has been presented, with the excep-
tion of the studies carried out by ourselves.

For a more detailed discussion of watermarking issues, we
refer readers elsewhere.2,4
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Despite an exponential increase in haptics
research activities in the last decade, our under-
standing of how people sense and manipulate
objects with their hands is still limited.6 The most
popular haptic interfaces—such as SensAble
Technologies’ Phantom and Force Dimension’s
Delta—let us interact with the virtual environ-
ment through one contact point only. Interfaces
with a higher number of degrees of freedom
(DOF) and with multiple interaction points are
available, but are less common or reliable than
those with three DOF and one interaction point. 

With the term haptic rendering, we refer to a
branch of haptics research that deals with the cal-
culation of interaction forces between a virtual
representation of the user and a virtual object. In
most cases, haptic rendering is a two-step process
consisting of shape- and texture-based force ren-
dering. In this context, shape refers to the macro-
geometry of an object’s surface, as opposed to
texture that describes the surface’s fine structure,
or microgeometry. To render an object’s shape,
we can use typical single-point contact rendering
algorithms such as the god–object algorithm.7 To
render the texture of a virtual surface, we can per-
turb the shape-based force using a texture model.8

Experiment 1: Macrogeometry
watermarking

With our first experiment, we hoped to esti-
mate the perceptibility threshold of a watermark
modeled as white noise with uniform distribu-
tion embedded in the surface’s macrogeometry
description. As we previously noted, we began by

using the simplest case of a flat surface implicitly
described by a 3D mesh. We used the same repre-
sentation for both the host plane and the water-
mark. The 3D meshes were encoded in data
structures representing the spatial coordinates of
all the vertices as well as their interconnections.
We haptically displayed a virtual mesh using a
force-feedback device that allowed single-point
contact mediated by a stylus, as Figure 1 depicts.
We conveyed information about the surface shape
via the direction of the reaction forces that corre-
sponded to the normal vectors to the mesh. The
force interaction model did not include friction.

We embedded the digital watermark in the sur-
face’s macrogeometry by modifying the data
matrices according to the additive rule. In this case,
we added the watermark signal to the height of the
corresponding mesh’s vertex. The watermark’s
strength was represented by the noise spectral
power of the equivalent noise model. Human sen-
sitivity to the noise was estimated as the minimum
noise level required for the watermark to become
detectable. Since the mesh’s resolution—that is,
the dimension of triangle elements—could vary
with application specifications and surface shapes,
we conducted the experiment using several 3D
meshes with different resolutions. In this way, we
were able to establish the relationship between the
sensitivity to the watermark’s strength and the size
of the triangular mesh elements. 

Methods
The host surface was a horizontal square plane

of size 15 � 15 cm2 represented by a 3D triangu-
lar mesh and placed in front of the subject. Let
v(i) be the 3D vector of the ith triangle vertex and
n(i) the surface normal defined at this point. As
we mentioned earlier, the embedded watermark
altered the mesh vertices according to the fol-
lowing rule:

vw(i) � v(i) � w(i)n(i),

where vw(i) was the ith watermarked vertex and
w(i) the watermark noise model. Specifically, we
assumed a uniform distribution for w(i) in the
range {��, ��}. The corresponding frequency
domain representation of the watermark noise
consisted of a constant spectral power over all
frequencies, Pw(�) � �2/12.

We asked five human subjects to explore the
virtual surfaces using a desktop model of the
Phantom force-feedback device. They held the
Phantom’s stylus with their right hand and

Figure 1. Subject

touching a virtual

surface through a

stylus-like device.



stroked the surface, as Figure 2 illustrates.
We used an impedance model7 to render a

force F to the subject’s hand (see Figure 2) when
the stylus tip was inside the virtual surface. No
force was displayed when the stylus was outside
the virtual surface.

We used a two-interval forced choice (2IFC)
three-down, one-up adaptive procedure to esti-
mate the watermark detection threshold.9

According to the 2IFC paradigm, there were two
stimulus alternatives, one with the host mesh,
and the other with the watermarked mesh. In
each trial, we presented the two surfaces to the
subject in random order. The subject’s task was
to report which surface (the first or the second)
contained the plane with the watermark. As is
typical of most adaptive procedures, we did not
provide trial-by-trial correct-answer feedback dur-
ing the experiment. According to the three-
down, one-up adaptive rule, the watermark
strength was decreased after three consecutive
correct answers and increased after a single
wrong answer, as follows: 

where the initial value �(0) � 2 mm was found to
be clearly perceivable in a pilot test.

We terminated each experimental run after six
reversals. A reversal occurred when the watermark
strength changed from increasing to decreasing
or vice versa. It’s worth noting that the total num-
ber of trials per run was not fixed a priori, but was
determined adaptively to meet the stop condi-
tion. Figure 3 shows a sketch of a typical staircase
sequence produced during one experimental run.
The detection threshold was computed by taking
the average of the peaks and valleys over the six
reversals within one staircase sequence.

The experiments were arranged in two blocks
per subject: a practice block and an experimental
block. Each block consisted of seven runs corre-
sponding to the seven sizes of the side of the tri-
angular mesh elements ranging from 2 to 10
mm. We recorded the estimated detection
thresholds from the second block for each sub-
ject as a function of mesh resolution. Five sub-
jects, aged between 22 and 25, participated in the
experiment. All were right-handed with no
known sensorimotor impairments. Their prior
experience with the Phantom device varied from
naive to expert. 

Results and discussion
We calculated the mean and standard devia-

tion of the estimated detection thresholds in
terms of the watermarking strength � from the
data of all the subjects. Figure 4 (next page) shows
the average thresholds as a function of the trian-
gle side length l. Note that the procedure we fol-
lowed was a within-subject design, meaning that
we tested each subject with all values of the trian-
gle mesh side length. As a result, we were able to
address the effect of side length on the watermark
detection threshold with each subject. Because of
the relatively small number of subjects tested and
their different levels of prior experience with
haptic interfaces, it’s fair to say that there could
be some between-subject variability in thresh-
olds, thereby explaining the relatively large stan-
dard deviations in the plot of Figure 4.

In general, watermark detection threshold
increased as a function of the mesh resolution,
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indicating that we can embed more noise in sur-
faces with coarser representation. We can also use
the values of the thresholds to adjust the water-
mark signal’s strength as a function of the local
geometrical features of the host surface, so that
we can guarantee imperceptibility. 

Experiment 2: Microgeometry
watermarking

Our second experiment considered the water-
marking of haptic virtual textures—that is, the
microgeometry of surfaces.10 While the first exper-
iment aimed to estimate a human’s sensitivity to

watermarks as a function of the size of the macro-
geometry’s triangular mesh, the second experi-
ment’s goal was to investigate the exploitability
of existing data in the literature for predicting the
perceptibility of watermarks embedded in the
microgeometry.

Past research on human detection thresholds
for sinusoidal stimuli2,3 has established the mini-
mum signal strength required for producing a
sensation. Because we chose to model haptic vir-
tual textures (both the host and the watermark
signals) using sinusoidal gratings, we anticipated
that we could predict the perceptibility of water-
marks using existing detection thresholds.

When we explore a virtual flat haptic surface
with a superimposed sinusoidal grating (texture)
with a force-feedback device such as the
Phantom, the device conveys texture informa-
tion through vibration. Previous work has shown
that the temporal signal contributing to texture
perception is characterized by a spectral peak of
the force or position signals recorded near or at
the stylus tip.11 We can determine the frequency
of this peak by the spatial period of the sinusoidal
grating and the speed at which the textured sur-
face is stroked. The peak’s amplitude determines
the texture’s perceived intensity (or roughness). 

It therefore follows that we can consider the
digital watermark for a virtual haptic texture in
the spectral domain. Given a host’s texture sig-
nal, we can add a spectral peak at a different fre-
quency, with an amplitude below the human
detection threshold (the watermark) that guar-
antees its imperceptibility. Therefore, the second
experiment employed a simplified version of the
additive watermarking method outlined earlier.

Methods
We defined the height map of the host texture

signal by 

where Ah � 1 mm and Lh � 2 mm. The symbols A
and L denoted the amplitude and the spatial
wavelength of the sinusoidal gratings respec-
tively. We defined the watermarked texture sig-
nal by 

h x A
L

x A A
L

x Ah
h

h w
w
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Figure 4. Average thresholds over triangle side length.

Stylus tip: p(t) = (px(t), py(t), pz(t))

Penetration depth: d(t)

z = A sin (2 x/L) + A
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Figure 5. Bird’s-eye view of subject, textured vertical plane, and coordinate

frame. The dashed line indicates the flat vertical plane upon which we

superimposed a one-dimensional sinusoidal texture model. Subjects stroked

the textured surface along the x-axis. We measured the penetration depth as

the distance between the stylus tip and the point on the textured surface

along the z-axis.
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where Lw � 5 mm, and Aw was either 0.2 (condi-
tion 1) or 0.5 mm (condition 2). Figure 5 illus-
trates the one-dimensional sinusoidal texture
model. As in the first experiment, we computed
the feedback force F in Figure 5 according to the
impedance model.7

In the spatial domain, the watermarked tex-
ture signal was a modulated sinusoidal signal (see
the bottom trace in Figure 6). In the frequency
domain, it exhibited two spectral peaks (see
Figure 7). The upper panel in Figure 7 shows the
spectral density (the solid line) of pz(t) for condi-
tion 1, where the weaker watermark signal was
embedded in the host texture signal. The pz(t)
data were recorded from a single stroke of the
watermarked, textured surface using the
Phantom haptic device. The dashed line in the
same panel shows the human detection thresh-
olds taken from the literature.2

The two spectral peaks corresponded to the
watermark (~40 Hz) and host (~76 Hz) signals
respectively. The lower panel in Figure 7 shows
the same for condition 2, where we used the
stronger watermark signal. We were able to pre-
dict the perceptibility of the two watermarks by
comparing the watermark peaks with the corre-
sponding human detection thresholds. Because
the peak for the weaker watermark was at rough-
ly the same level as the human detection thresh-
old, we didn’t expect subjects to be able to detect
it. The peak for the stronger watermark, however,
was clearly above the human detection threshold.
We therefore expected that subjects could easily
perceive this watermark.

We used a one-interval, two-alternatives,
forced-choice paradigm to measure the subject’s
ability to discriminate the host texture from the
watermarked texture. On each trial, the subject
felt either the host texture alone, or the host tex-
ture with the watermark. Each subject’s task was
to respond to the host texture and the water-
marked host texture.

No trial-by-trial correct-answer feedback was
provided during data collection. Each subject
performed four 100-trial blocked runs, two for
condition 1 and two for condition 2. The order
of the four runs was randomized for each subject.
At the beginning of each run, subjects familiar-
ized themselves with the stimuli by entering
either 1 or 2 on a keyboard to feel the corre-
sponding texture. Training was terminated by
the subjects whenever they were ready. 

Data from each condition formed a 2 � 2 stim-
ulus-response matrix consisting of 200 trials.

Instead of calculating the percent-correct scores
that are often confounded by subjects’ response
biases, we estimated the sensitivity index d	 that
provided a bias-free measure of the discrim-
inability between the host and watermarked host
textures (that is, the perceptibility of the water-
mark signal).12,13 A d	 value of 0.0, 1.0, or 2.0 cor-

Host signal

Host with watermark
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Figure 6. Spatial representation of stimuli. The top trace shows the z versus x

sinusoidal grating for the host texture alone (Ah =1 mm, Lh =2 mm). The

bottom trace shows the same host signal with an embedded watermark (Aw =
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responds to a percent-correct score of 50, 69, or
84, respectively, assuming no response biases.

Five subjects, aged 25 to 39, participated in
the experiment. All were right-handed with no
known sensorimotor impairment with their
hands. Their prior experience level with the
Phantom device varied from naive to expert. 

Results and discussion 
Figure 8 shows the values of sensitivity index

d	 for five subjects. The d	 values were essentially
0 in condition 1, where we used the weaker
watermark signal—indicating that the subjects
couldn’t tell the difference between the host tex-
ture alone and the watermarked texture. In con-
dition 2, where we used the stronger watermark
signal, the values of d	 were in the range of 1.39
to 2.63—indicating high discriminability.
Therefore, the stronger watermark signal was
clearly perceivable to all the subjects.

The spectral-domain analysis of the texture
signals effectively provided a means for detecting
watermarks embedded in a texture signal. The
frequency of the host or the watermark texture
signal is around |v|/L, where v is the average
stroking velocity and L the spatial period of the
sinusoidal grating.11 We estimated the average
stroking velocity from the position data along
the lateral stroking direction—as you can see
with px(t) in Figure 5. From there, we were able to
look for a spectral peak near |v|/Lw to detect the
watermark.

Conclusions and future work
We’ve taken a first step toward analyzing the

haptic perceptibility of 3D digital watermarks,
both at micro- and macrogeometry levels. As is
the case for any novel interdisciplinary research
framework, many issues are left open. Many

aspects deserve further investigation, including
the use of more complex shapes and different
models for the watermarking signal, as well as
considering the perceptual impact of different
rendering techniques.

We also plan to compare haptic and visual
perceptibility using the same object and surface
representations. This will help us analyze
whether the constraints set by the haptic chan-
nel are more or less stringent than those set by
the visual channel, and if these constraints fol-
low the same rules in both domains.

To avoid reinventing the wheel, we’ll system-
atically test the perceptibility of common visual
watermarking techniques in haptically rendered
3D objects at both macro- and microgeometry
levels, comparing the perceptibility thresholds
for the visual and haptic sensory modalities. To
the extent that some of the existing watermark-
ing techniques can be readily applied to the hap-
tics domain and possibly result in higher
thresholds (that is, where it’s harder to perceive
watermarks) via sense of touch, we hope to find
new ways to achieve multimodal imperceptibili-
ty by employing existing visual watermarking
algorithms. It’s also quite possible that lower
detection thresholds could be found using mul-
timodal (visual and/or haptic) interfaces, in
which case we need to develop new watermark-
ing techniques.

Characterizing the two sensory modalities
under both unimodal (haptic or visual stimula-
tion alone) and bimodal (visuohaptic stimula-
tion) conditions will help us determine which
sensory modality and/or stimulation condition
ultimately sets the boundary for the detectabili-
ty of haptic/visual watermarks. We envision that
with the availability of lower-cost, commercially
available haptic interfaces, the area of haptic and
multimodal digital watermarking will soon
become the next fruitful territory for research on
digital watermarking. MM
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